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Abstract. At present, the health systems of many countries face complex challenges even if their priority objectives remain the same - to provide sustainable health systems at the current and the prognostic demographic changes and requirements in a health system. The quality and the efficiency of healthcare delivery and their mutual conformity have been brought to public attention. Similarly, the quality and the efficiency of an entire process depends on the instrumentation and its procurement that represents a significant economic and procedural issue in the healthcare systems for a long time. Many reports of the public procurement processes and research studies declare this fact. The primary aim of this study is to evaluate the public procurement efficiency in the health system by means of the valuation approach, or savings’ estimates that are achieved by the public procurement. The savings were defined as a percentage difference between the estimated
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and the final contract price. The secondary objective is to examine an influence of selected variables on a creation of savings in the public procurement process by means of a regression analysis. The researched variables are as follows: time, method, procurement, NUTS level of procurement, Common Procurement Vocabulary Code, number of offers. The analysis results showed interesting findings. The number of offers has a significantly positive impact on the savings. It means that if the number of offers increases by one unit, the savings will increase by 15.6%. Also, time variable (year) has a positive impact on the savings. Consequently, it may be assumed that the public procurement process is improving from a time perspective. It may be partially caused by the fact that a new public procurement legislative has been valid since 2015. The NUTS level has also an impact on the savings in relation to the public procurement. The public procurements which took place at the level of a state were more beneficial as the public procurements at the regional level. Also, the procurement method was statistically significant parameter of a regression analysis. The competition actions together with a negotiation process created higher savings in comparison to tenders. In case of the CPV codes, the most significant savings were achieved in the group of ‘various medicinal products’. The study’s results provide a valuable knowledge for the creators of policies and a realization of the national strategic plans within the health system. Also, these results support a creation of national and international benchmarks in this area and a networking of international partnerships in the area of a public procurement that focus on a development of methodologies and comparative platforms creation.
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### 1. Introduction

In the last decades, the health systems of many countries have solved plenty of complex tasks. The demographic ageing process that is evident in many countries requires proper setting of various active policies in order to sustain the health systems. The ageing European population is more susceptible to numerous chronic diseases that result in an increase of a healthcare demand. Delivering quality health services creates strong fiscal pressures in the economy (Breandle & Colombier, 2016). Its main reason is a strong technological development and an implementation of innovations into diagnostic and treatment processes. Many international institutions draw attention to significant and constant differences in a health among the countries. Similarly, the differences in a health, that are caused by a different healthcare availability and also various socio-economic factors, systems of the healthcare financing, deployment of health workers, etc., are identified within the particular countries (Ucieklak-Jez & Bem, 2020; Megyesiova & Lieskovska, 2018, 2019).

The public sector plays an important role in the processes of the healthcare services’ financing. In the two thirds of the EU member states, the public sector finances more than 70% of the healthcare costs. Consequently, the ageing population creates serious concerns of the sustainability of public finances. The public healthcare expenditures are the largest part, which increases the most when considering the public expenditures. In the future, it is expected that the public healthcare expenditures rate will increase on the GDP. It is also confirmed by the population ageing prognoses by 2060. The main factors that cause this increasing process are as follows: demand for high-quality health services, increasing expectations, and strong technological progress (European Commission, 2020; Briestenský & Ključníkov, 2019; Kočišová & Sopko, 2019).

In recent years, there have been evident as fiscal issues, so healthcare efficiency issues within the health systems (Bem et al. 2019). All of the areas of healthcare spending search for the means that would use the resources more effectively (Ucieklak-Jez et al. 2018). As some of the WHO reports state, almost one-fifth of healthcare spending does not contribute to any improvement of population’s health, and/or to a minimum extent. Unfortunately, such a
spending leads to worse health results in some of the cases (European Commission, 2020; Predkiewicz et al. 2019; Stefko et al. 2018).

Therefore, many countries deal with the following issues for a longer period of time – a search for more effective use of resources, or setting the processes in the health systems in such a way that less resources are spent, while a performance of the health systems or health results will not worsen (Stefko et al. 2016). In the European countries, there exist other serious issues of the health systems, such as unequal access to healthcare, fiscal pressures of different departments, corruption, frequent changes of political priorities, lack of information of investments’ efficiency into health systems, etc.

One of the key factors of public finance system is an increase of public procurement processes’ efficiency. Many countries of the European Union intensively work on a reform of public procurement processes. The main aim of a public procurement is to create an open competition in order to achieve the most effective use of public resources. The Slovak health system belongs to those systems that declare the long-term financial difficulties. The Slovak hospitals represent the weakest segment of the healthcare system. Similarly, the public hospitals still suffer from major losses in spite of the fact that many reforms have been made on cost-effectiveness increase.

The competition rate significantly lags behind the majority of the EU countries even many positive changes have been recently done in the public procurement of the Slovak health system. In Slovakia, a low efficiency of the public procurement processes is influenced by other factors, such as an excessive use of the lowest price criterion in the selection process, a preparation of public procurements without any necessary ex-ante analysis of a purchase planning efficiency, etc. (Nemec et al. 2020). On the other hand, the public procurement processes in the Slovak health system may be improved and more efficient by using the diagnostic and the treatment processes in the health system. Consequently, a higher patient’s value may be created from public resources that would also provide the sustainability of public finances and the Slovak health system (Huculová, 2018).

The submitted study, whose aim is to verify the public procurement efficiency in the health system by means of the valuation approach, and/or savings’ estimates which are achieved by public procurement, reflects on these facts. The savings are defined as a percentage difference between the estimated and the fiscal contract price. The secondary objective was to examine an influence of selected variables on a creation of savings in the public procurement process by means of a regression analysis. The variables are as follows: time, method, procurement, NUTS level of procurement, Common Procurement Vocabulary Code, number of offers. The analysis’s results provide a space for the creation of national and international benchmarking indicators and also for a realization of comparative analyses that are required for the processes of efficiency increase (Triantafillou, 2007).

The study is structured as follows: Introduction focuses on the public finances sustainability and the health systems, which are impacted by the global processes of the demographic ageing. The Research Review (Background of the Study) pays attention to the research studies that deal with the public procurement efficiency, and also their determinants, which are declared in the national and international research studies. The research part of this study is divided into methodological and analytical parts. The methodological part describes the data base and all of the methodological procedures that were used. The analytical part provides the results visualised in the form of the graphs and tables. Both, Discussion and Conclusion of this study, are linked to these results.

2. Theoretical background

Many foreign research teams deal with the public procurement efficiency. Their primary aim is to examine the determinants of the public procurement, and also to search for the possibilities that would make these processes more effective. Generally, the contents of these research studies are very heterogenous. However, these studies bring valuable knowledge for the creation of a discussion platform and for the setting of the comparative
researches. Most of the research studies analyse such factors as corruption, competitiveness and transaction costs that influence the efficiency of public procurement (e.g. Huculová, 2018; Baldi & Vannoni, 2017; Borowiec, 2017; Ochrana & Maaytová, 2012; Ochrana & Pavel, 2013; Vasconcelos, 2021). Other group of studies analyse only particular factors, while there are also such studies that more complexly evaluate the public procurement efficiency. Similarly, such research studies differ from each other depending on the implication type into relevant policies, and/or they bring suggestions for an improvement of existing data bases, or they open new data registers. Grega et al. (2019) verify the main factors that have an impact on the public procurement efficiency in Slovakia, while the authors use the interview method and questionnaires. The questionnaires were created for contracting authorities/entities and suppliers, while 13571 of suppliers and 4300 of contracting authorities participated in the research. Both, suppliers and contracting authorities, explicitly confirmed that the most important factors, which cause non-efficiency in the public procurement are: excessive bureaucracy and corruption or other ethical shortcomings. The results also show that the insufficient competition and the excessive use of the lowest price criterion for selecting winning bids add further inefficiencies. The largest savings were achieved between 6 and 8 bidders. In conclusion, the authors state that the e-auctions generally produce larger savings than more traditional methods, but the Slovak procurement procedures are costly, compared to most other EU states. The study provides valuable subjects for the policies’ creators that focus on the improvement of the public procurement processes in order to achieve their higher efficiency.

There are also studies that present new collaborations and partnership networks as the tools for efficient public procurement processes, and simultaneously, improving efficiency of investment processes that are linked to the projects of the public procurement. Many studies examine programs of green public procurement. These topics are related to the global trends of environmental protection that need to be interconnected with the efficiency processes. In the study of Berezin et al. (2018), the authors state that the implementation of the public-private partnership (PPP) improves public and municipal property in the EU countries. The study aims at the classification outline of the countries according to the probability of success in the PPP implementation. The study presents a significance of a new method that should be based on the indicators’ system by means of which it should evaluate a quality of the institutional environment, experiences with the project realization, state’s preparedness, and also institutional sphere on the efficient implementation of the PPP projects. The authors also suggest that the role of a state plays an important role in the strengthening of the PPP projects’ realization by means of the financial sphere. It will also support a creation of various mechanisms that would attract private investments to socially significant public projects. Similarly, Nemec et al. (2020) indicate an insufficient level of a competitiveness as the primary factor of an insufficient efficiency of the public procurement. In the study, the authors declare that the level of a competitiveness in Slovakia significantly lags behind the majority of the EU countries. Low level of a competitiveness has a direct impact on the public procurement efficiency, which is frequently evaluated by comparing the estimated value to the competitive pricing. The authors analysed data from 2141 public procurements in the period 2014 – 2019. In conclusion, the authors confirm that a higher number of offers in the Slovak health system generates a lower final price. In average, the number of offers is two, but almost in one third of the competitions, the health facilities received only one offer. Grega (2018)identifies and analyses in detail the main factors that determine the public procurement efficiency in Slovakia by performing a vast primary and secondary research. The author determines bureaucracy as the most important factor of the efficiency in the public procurement processes on the basis of the research. The second factor is a frequent change of a legislative, and the third factor is an insufficient ethics and morality on the awarding authorities and/or the contracting authorities’ sides. Both, corruption and insufficient competitiveness, that are presented by joining a small number of suppliers into the public procurement, represent the fourth most important factor.

Thematically similar studies were realized in abroad, and their results create an interesting discussion platform for this team of authors. For instance, Grzyl et al. (2018) performed their research in order to verify to what extent the Polish contracting authorities use a selection option of many criteria to evaluate the offers. The authors analysed 500 notices on work procedures conducted in open and restricted tenders in Poland and 500 tenders in open and
restricted proceedings in five selected EU countries. The results of the comparative analysis show many interesting conclusions. The price, as a decisive criterion in selecting an offer, has both, advantages and disadvantages. The following may be supported by using the price criteria and others: increase in the efficiency of public spending, a better definition of the basic characteristics of a product and a better preparation of contract’s subject description, granting the particular characteristics of a product in the context of innovations, a limited impact on the environment, etc. However, the authors confront the use of many criteria in the public procurement with increasing costs of a company, a complex procedure for offers’ evaluation and other risks.

Kozik and Karasińska-Jaśkowiec (2016) focus on the evaluation of the public procurement processes in the context of environmental protection. The subject of the public procurement is infrastructure in the selected Polish municipalities. In the analyses, the authors use the following criteria: time of the public procurement realization (2009-2015) and co-financing of the contract from the EU funds. Similarly, the authors examined the environmental aspects of planned investments in the contracts by detailed analysis of the environmental criteria, and also legislative acts adopted in Poland and Europe. In conclusion, the authors declare that the legislative acts do not represent any obstacle in the awarding process that has an impact on the environment. The authors also emphasize a consistency of the legislative acts at both, national and international levels.

The study by Fuentes-Bargues et al. (2018) has a sector orientation to education system. As the authors confirm the universities have a significant role for the public institutions as they make plenty of purchases and financial procedures on daily basis. The study presents the research results which reflect the analysis of 316 procedures that were collected and analysed from the calls for tenders made by the Spanish public universities between 2016 and 2017. Also, the environmental criteria, which were analysed according to the sub-sectors, the geographic scope, and the project’s budget, have an important role. The study’s results clearly declare a low use of environmental criteria in the contracts that are awarded by the Spanish public universities. The conclusions of the study provide multiple implications for the policies’ creation, such as the fact that the environmental policies of the universities should be a part of their institutional policies.

The research study by Grzyl and Siemaszko (2018) is linked to the Europe 2020 strategy, which also emphasizes an effective use of natural and ecological resources. Both analyses, Life Cycle Assessment and Life Cycle Cost, should form a basis of the decision-making by awarding entities according to the authors. Thus, the authors present the advantages of their use. The authors analysed 350 of selected public procurement procedures that were realized in 2017 in Poland. In the analytical processes, there were examined the types, the average weights and a frequency of application of non-price criteria for the selection of the best offer in practice. In conclusion, the authors expressly declare a convenience of using the following analyses, Life Cycle Assessment and Life Cycle Cost. Both analyses are considered as the tools for determining a real value of the contracts’ subject. However, the environmental requirements are obligatory in most of the cases of the contracts’ realization. The use of non-price criteria further remains a difficult task in the public procurement processes and their importance will even increase in the future.

Grzeszczyk and Czajkowski (2017) draw attention to different specificities of the projects that are co-financed from the EU funds and commercial projects. The projects that are co-financed from the EU sources are oriented to the environmental economic and social advantages for a society. Therefore, it is important to research numerous factors that influence the public procurement processes of the EU projects. Also, the authors use the European projects observation, comparative study, literature and documentary analysis in order to highlight the structure and the seriousness of the problems in these types of projects. The project management and the pressures on the development of methods that would eliminate the risks of the mistakes in these projects are brought to the attention. However, one serious mistake may lead to the loss of all of the subsidies and subsequently, it may threaten a realization of an entire project. Consequently, the authors emphasize a necessity of the processes’ improvement for the purchases and the implementation of co-ordinated purchase activities.
The study by Weszl et al. (2019) examines an importance of incorporating new criteria in purchasing the medical devices. The Patient Reported Outcome Measures (PROMs) may serve as a significant value instrument for the producers, which also complete safety and performance metrics. The PROMs also represent a competitive instrument. The authors examined the PROMs within 12 selected groups of instruments within many developed countries. The analyses’ results show that the use of the PROMs increases. It may be caused by a demand of the buyers who prove the value of the device. However, this trend differs in other EU countries.

The authors, Šumpíková and Ŏurčeková (2019) realized an interesting comparative analysis that aims at researching the extent of the use of external law services in the public-procurement review process by procuring authorities and proposers in the Slovak Republic and the Czech Republic. The study’s results show that while the use of the external law firm may lead to a higher success rate of the review process on the side of a procuring authority, the same does not apply to proposers. The same results are confirmed by the study of the Czech authors, Ochrana and Maaytová (2012). The study by these authors focuses on the public procurement efficiency in the Czech Republic. Also, it identifies a low transparency and an insufficient resistance to a corruption as the main issues. In general, the study provides multiple implications into the policies’ creation that refer to a formation of a transparent public procurement system without any corruption. Similar findings may be found in the study by Ochrana and Pavel (2013).

The corruption in the public procurement is examined in more details in the studies by Fazekas and Toth (2016) and Fervarda et al. (2017). Both studies prove that accurate and profoundly structured data are necessary for a creation of the quality analytical framework. It is also confirmed in the study by Coviello and Mariniello [33] that aims at verifying how publicizing of a public procurement auction causally affects an entry and the costs of a procurement. The authors run a regression discontinuity design analysis on a large database of the Italian procurement auctions.

Oruezabala and Rico (2012) also point to the importance of compliance with new sustainable regulations and to look for suppliers who are able to provide a sustainable offering. They carried out research in the 15 French hospitals through semi-structured interviews. The results of the research enabled the authors to formulate an interesting process trajectory: the sustainable expectations of public buyers from global key providers and the fact that sustainable procurement impacts the relationship by creating new rules. Building on these results, managerial implications are suggested. In addition to the “sustainable public procurement” term, also the responsible public procurement term is often mentioned. The "responsible public procurement" term is a part of the good governance which is a process whereby organizations meet their needs for goods, service, works, and utilities in a way that achieves value. It is stated in the study by Plaček et al. (2020) who describe the basic elements of modern public procurement in detail: value for money, transparency, fairness, and good governance.

Mudyarabikwa et al. (2017) examined the potential of public-private partnership (PPP) activities and their importance in improving the procurement processes of physicians in primary healthcare. The main goal of PPP was to improve the quality of healthcare and patient satisfaction. The authors carried out the qualitative analysis based on the 25 interviews with public sector staff and private sector managers. Results of the analyses clearly confirm that PPP bring the expected health benefits. Fuentes-Bargues et al. (2019) dealt with the issue of green public procurement at the regional level too. The development of green public procurement also makes it possible to summarise experiences and to design areas that are possible to improve. The authors focused on the selected Spanish region and they analysed a total of 957 procedures in the period of the years 2016 to 2017. The results of the study show the following facts: the use of environmental criteria is 19.7 % and the average weight is 4.1 out of 100. The differences in the use of environmental criteria are also determined by the sectors.
The results have several implications for policy-making as well as suggestions how to improve the environment public procurement through the creation of targeted plans.

In addition to the research teams, several institutions have examined the effectiveness of public procurement processes in Slovakia dealing with system efficiency and transparency. For instance, Dančíková and Zachar (2012) analysed the public procurement of hospitals in the years 2009 to 2012. The authors found that public procurement of hospitals is characterised by a low number of tenders submitted. In a 54.6 % share of tenders, only one bidder submitted a bid. Average number of bids in hospital tenders is 1.7, while in other sectors in the same period there were almost 3 bids per tender. This means that the health sector is exposed to lower competition in public procurement between suppliers. More than a half of the procured volume of hospitals was provided by only the 13 companies. And just a 21 % share of 2,771 public procurements were announced by an electronic auction. E-auctions are used in healthcare especially for contracts with lower contracted price. These findings suggest that a space to increase efficiency in healthcare of the Slovak Republic is large and therefore, the preparation of active policies and extensive institutional collaboration will be important in economic as well as legal field.

Materials and Methodology

Our dataset consists of public procurements that took place in healthcare sector from 2014 to 2019. Data was downloaded from registers of the Office for Public Procurement of Slovak Republic. For every public procurement, we were able to collect data about:

- Year when public procurement took place,
- Procurement method,
- NUTS level of the procurement,
- Common procurement vocabulary code,
- Number of bids,
- Estimated value of the contract,
- Competitive price.

Year when public procurement took place is a categorical variable which indicate the date of the public procurement. Dataset comprises 6 years and the distribution on observations is following: year 2014 – 431, year 2015 – 332, year 2016 – 383, year 2017 – 209, 2018 – 287 and year 2019 – 499.

Procurement method is the categorical variable which tell us how public procurement was done. There were only two types of procurement in the dataset. Tender was used in 223 cases, thus 10.4 % of the total cases and the competitive procedure with negotiation which was used in 1918 cases, thus 89.6 % of total cases.

The NUTS code is the categorical variable capturing the level of common classification of territorial units on which the public procurement took place. According to Eurostat NUTS 1 represents the major socio-economic regions, thus national level. NUTS 2 represent basic regions for the application of regional policies, in case of Slovakia it is Eastern Slovakia, Central Slovakia and Western Slovakia. NUTS 3 represent small regions for specific diagnoses, in case of Slovakia we distinguish eight self-governing regions. In our dataset, 1.5% of the public procurements took place at the NUTS 1 level, 15.5 % at the NUTS 2 level and 83% at the NUTS 3 level.

Common procurement vocabulary code is the classification system for public procurement that enables to standardize the references used by contracting authorities and entities to describe procurement contracts. We use CPV codes four digits structure, thus distribution among classes. The distribution of the number of public procurement for the whole period depending on the common procurement vocabulary code is shown on figure 1.
Figure 1: Distribution of the number of public procurements

Number of bids is the scale variable indicating how many bids were received during the bidding process. Number of bids distribution is shown in Figure 2. Most public procurements, 36.5%, were done with only one bid. Public procurements with two and three bids were observed in 24.8%, respectively in 24% of cases.

Figure 2: Number of bids per public procurement

Estimated value of the contract is the price of the contract estimated by entity that launches competition, respectively create a query. Competitive price is the bid that won the public procurement competition, thus final price of the public procurement competition.

Methodology

In presented research we use the most commonly used approach for measuring the efficiency of public procurement, thus the difference between estimated value of the contract and the competitive price. This approach seems to be the most transparent and fastest way to evaluate the efficiency of public procurement. The inconvenience of this approach is the estimation of the estimated value of the contract. For this reason, some opinions favours to compare the competitive price of the contract with the market price of the purchased products.
But use of market price has also its limits. The biggest counterargument the market price use is fact, that market price not always available and clearly determinable, especially in case of information systems, legal and advisory services, large construction project and last but not least, services as such. Because of abovementioned facts and with respect to fact that our dataset includes 2141 observation, we have accepted to use the difference between estimated value of the contract and competitive price, as this approach is widely used in case of large datasets. While comparing the estimated value of the contract and its final competitive price, three possible outcomes are possible. Savings are positive if the estimated value of the contract is higher than the final price of the competitive price of the purchased goods. Savings are null if the estimated value of the contract is equal to the final price of the goods being purchased. Savings are negative if the estimated value of the contract is less than the competitive price of the goods being purchased. All prices were without VAT. Saving expressed in percentage are calculated as follows:

$$\text{Saving} = 100 - \left\{ \frac{\text{Final price}}{\text{Estimated price}} \right\} \times 100$$

To determine the main effect of abovementioned variables on achieved savings we run generalized linear model with following equation:

$$\text{Saving} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{Procurement method}_i + \beta_2 \text{NUTS}_i + \beta_3 \text{CPV code}_i + \beta_4 \text{Number of offers}_i + \beta_5 \text{Year}_i + \varepsilon_i,$$

where Saving is the continuous variable indicating the size of the saving/loss achieved by public procurement. Procurement method is the categorical variable which indicates the method the public procurement was done: tender or competitive procedure with negotiation. NUTS code is categorical variable indicating the level on which the public procurement too place – national, or regional. CPV code is categorical variable indicating the class of common procurement vocabulary that public procurement concerned. Number of offers is scale variable which indicated how many offers was bidders entered the process of public procurement. Year is variable that indicates the year in which the public procurement took place.

**Analysis**

The distribution of saving is shown on the figure 3. We note from the figure 3 that savings are normally distributed around zero and right skewed.

![Figure 3: Distribution of saving](image-url)
Average saving by CPV class is shown on the figure 4. We note that highest average savings in healthcare sector can be find in the class of Various medical products, Printed matters and related products, Furniture, furnishing, domestic appliances and cleaning products, Food, beverages, tobacco and related products, Chemical products and Medical equipments. On the other hand, lowest, resp. negative savings are observed in classes of Fuels, Clothing, footwear, luggage articles and accessories, Functional support, Medical equipments, pharmaceuticals and personal care products.

![Figure 4: Distribution on savings by CPV class](image)

Test of model effects for regression analysis is shown in table 1. We note that all considered variables have some discernible effect on the dependent variable, as, according to p values, we are able to reject null hypothesis of zero effect significance of explanatory variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Tests of Model Effects</th>
<th>Wald Chi-Square</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>7.887</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement method</td>
<td>2.805</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUTS code</td>
<td>5.996</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPV Code</td>
<td>42.799</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of offers</td>
<td>128.492</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>7.888</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dependent Variable: Saving  
Model: (Intercept), Procurement method, NUTS code, CPV code, Number of offers, Year

Subsequently we run Omnibus test, where hypotheses are following.

Hₐ: Suggested model is not significantly suitable to the data.
H₁: Suggested model is significantly suitable to the data.

Omnibus test Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square is 195.445 on 30 degrees of freedom, with p value <.001, thus we reject null hypothesis that involve the idea that explained variance in a set of data is significantly smaller than the unexplained variance.

Regression analysis results are in table 2. In case of CPV code, we present only classes where regression coefficients are statistically significant. Number of offers has positive impact of savings. It means, that with augmentation of number of offers, saving are significantly rising. Time, thus year has also positive impact on savings. We can outline the finding that public procurement process has improved over time. It can be also partially caused by the fact, that in 2015, the new public procurement legislative was established. NUTS level has
also impact on savings in context of the public procurement. The conclusion here is that the lower level of territorial administration, the significantly higher saving is. Contrary, if the public procurement is done on national level, the savings are significantly lower. Procurement method is also statistically significant parameter of the regression analysis. The conclusion here is that Competitive procedure with negotiation create higher savings if compared to Tenders. In case of CPV code analysis we have chosen the class of Various medicinal products as a contrast variable, whereas in this class the highest average savings are observed (see figure 4). As written above, we present results only for statistically significant CPV classes. We note that in contrast to Various medicinal products, the lowest savings are achieved in class of Fuels, Petroleum products, fuel, electricity and other sources of energy and Clothing, footwear, luggage articles and accessories, Functional support, Pharmaceutical products and Electricity, heating, solar and nuclear energy.

### Table 2: Parameter Estimates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>99% Confidence Interval</th>
<th>Wald Chi-Square</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Exp(B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>-1205.3</td>
<td>429.5644</td>
<td>-2047.265</td>
<td>363.403</td>
<td></td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of offers</td>
<td>2.749</td>
<td>.2425</td>
<td>2.273</td>
<td>3.224</td>
<td></td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>15.622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>.598</td>
<td>.2130</td>
<td>.181</td>
<td>1.016</td>
<td></td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>1.819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUTS level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUTS 1</td>
<td>-4.990</td>
<td>3.2150</td>
<td>-11.291</td>
<td>1.311</td>
<td></td>
<td>.121</td>
<td>.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUTS 2</td>
<td>-1.905</td>
<td>1.1343</td>
<td>-4.128</td>
<td>.319</td>
<td></td>
<td>.093</td>
<td>.149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUTS 3</td>
<td>0a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitive procedure with</td>
<td>2.152</td>
<td>1.2852</td>
<td>-367</td>
<td>4.671</td>
<td></td>
<td>.094</td>
<td>8.606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negotiation</td>
<td>Tender</td>
<td>0b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPV code</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing, footwear, luggage</td>
<td>-37.048</td>
<td>20.5034</td>
<td>-77.234</td>
<td>3.138</td>
<td></td>
<td>.071</td>
<td>8.133E-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>articles and accessories</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity, heating, solar and</td>
<td>-27.252</td>
<td>18.5578</td>
<td>-75.054</td>
<td>20.549</td>
<td></td>
<td>.142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nuclear energy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuels</td>
<td>-37.426</td>
<td>18.5567</td>
<td>-73.796</td>
<td>-1.055</td>
<td></td>
<td>.044</td>
<td>5.575E-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office and computing machinery</td>
<td>-33.299</td>
<td>18.7212</td>
<td>-69.992</td>
<td>3.394</td>
<td></td>
<td>.075</td>
<td>3.456E-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and software</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum products, fuel,</td>
<td>-34.228</td>
<td>19.8565</td>
<td>-73.146</td>
<td>4.690</td>
<td></td>
<td>.085</td>
<td>1.364E-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electricity and other sources of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>energy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceutical products</td>
<td>-29.241</td>
<td>17.7571</td>
<td>-64.044</td>
<td>5.562</td>
<td></td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>1.999E-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various medicinal products</td>
<td>0a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Scale)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Set to zero because this parameter is redundant.

b. Maximum likelihood estimate.

### 4. Discussion

Health is a fundamental value in life of every one person. The basic determinants of health include access to healthcare, quality of healthcare, quality of the environment and physiological-psychological preconditions of an individual. A government can influence the quality and availability of healthcare through an active health policy. It creates a system of laws, standards, regulations and cooperation of the health system institutions to ensure all necessary healthcare-related processes. A provision of healthcare is one of the specific services within which healthcare staff and non-medical staff provides medical services to the patient. As healthcare represents a dynamic
process which the demands and expectations of patients change in, its management requires ensuring compliance in several medical, technical and economic dimensions (Predkiewicz et al. 2019; Stefko et al. 2018). The provision of health care is carried out within the framework of the legislation of each country and the restrictions caused by the economic capabilities of the healthcare provider. There is often a disproportion between patient requirements for the service and financial resources that hospitals do not have and they cannot obtain them. Hence, in the recent years, health systems have been cover a search for opportunities for savings throughout the healthcare system and transparency of resources spent on service performed (Triantafillou, 2015; Borowiec, 2017; Grega et al. 2019).

Public procurement plays an important role in this process. It is a strategic tool that every European Union member state possesses in the system of the economic policy tools. The basis of public procurement is open competition in order to achieve the most efficient use of public financial resources. Many countries have implemented several reforms to improve public procurement processes in recent years [38]. Despite the positive results, there is still a much room for enhancement. Available research studies declare insufficient use of strategic procurement opportunities. As many as a 55 % share of procurement procedures use the lowest price as the sole criterion for evaluating tenders (European Commission, 2017).

The most economically advantageous offers are selected on the basis of principles and cost-effectiveness criteria, which is also possible to take into account social, environmental and innovative criteria within. Availability criteria or various qualitative criteria are still not sufficiently applied (Nemec et al. 2020a; Grega et al. 2019; Nemec et al. 2020b). Procurement processes are often considered to be rather an administrative procedure, which public authorities purchase the products, works or services necessary for their activities through. Clear and consolidated data on public procurement are not yet available and there is also no consensus within the European Union on which data to collect and for what purpose (European Commission, 2017).

The European Commission also criticises the position of some European Union member states that their central authorities are unable to indicate the exact amount of public procurement expenditure in their country despite the large financial amounts involved in this process (European Commission, 2017). This puts pressure on improvement of public revision and the development of effective data-based policies as well as improved budgetary revision. Innovation is a very important aspect of public procurement processes and thus, it is an important determinant in improving the quality and efficiency of treatment and diagnostic processes in the healthcare system. There are also many barriers to innovation as evidenced by several studies (Nemec et al. 2020a; Berezin et al. 2018; Šumpíková & Ŏurčeková, 2019).

A creation of innovative partnerships can solve this problem too (Berezin et al. 2018; Mudyarabikwa et al. 2017). Also, the digital transformation of public procurement, which is currently assessed as slow and insufficient, is important. Despite the simplification of the European Union rules in the year 2014, many countries criticise the persistence of overly complex public procurement procedures and excessive administrative burdens. This consistent fact affects the standardization of procedures and the professionalization of public procurement (European Commission, 2017).

Many healthcare institutions also have a critical view of the current situation in a field of public procurement in Slovakia, as for instance SK-MED Association, based on the real practice of the medical institutions and their suppliers. As stated in their study, public procurement generalizes patients' clinical status and it does not take into account its specific attributes (SK+MED, 2020).

For patients with a clinical condition, where the use of standard medical devices is not possible, the acquired devices has to be usable and suitable for specific medical purposes. Providers often tend to use inappropriate material for the purpose of financial disputes and the elimination of special administrative procedures required by
the health insurance companies. Therefore, for a certain group of patients, such a healthcare service is more expensive and hence, it may be unavailable due this fact. Public procurement can also indirectly prevent the use of innovative methods in the treatment process (SK+MED, 2020).

Patients' needs should not be considered in a standardised way. Public procurement as a process in the current or proposed legislative form does not allow to assess the price of treatment in terms of total costs, but it only takes into account the price of the material used. At the present time, the main evaluation criterion in public procurement is price usually (Grega et al. 2019; Nemec et al. 2020).

Neither the current law nor its proposed amendment defines price as a parameter in more detail. Given the importance of the quality criterion, which is very closely linked to the price parameter, it is significantly important that the price in healthcare is assessed as a parameter in terms of total costs in the long term and not as a partial cost in a single procurement. Only then, it is possible to evaluate the effectiveness of the healthcare provided in the diagnostic or treatment process. If only the price is applied in public procurement processes in healthcare, there is a risk that in the end, the total costs may be even higher as they may increase due to various shortcomings of the procured goods. If the healthcare provider procures medical devices through public procurement that can only be used in standard treatment, then the treatment of patients will not be in line with the latest medical science knowledge in the particular field (SK+MED, 2020).

In order to determine the real state of the efficiency of public procurement processes for medical devices for the period of the years 2014 to 2019, we performed an analysis of the data obtained from the national registers of the Public Procurement Office of Slovakia. We focused on the use of so-called value approach through an estimation of the savings achieved by public procurement. We examined the impact of the selected variables on the creation of savings in the public procurement process through regression analysis. The variables examined are: time, procurement method, NUTS level of procurement, common procurement vocabulary code, and number of tenders. The results of the analyses revealed the interesting findings. The number of offers had a significant positive impact on savings. This means that with an increase in the number of bids by one unit, the savings are increased by 15.6 %. The time variable (year) also had a positive effect on the savings. It can be stated that the public procurement process has been improving in the recent period. This may be partly due to the fact that the new public procurement legislation was introduced in 2015. The NUTS level also has an impact on the savings in public procurement. Public procurement at the state level is more advantageous than one at the regional level. The procurement method is also a statistically significant parameter of the regression analysis. The competitive negotiated procedures create the significantly higher savings compared to the tenders. In the case of CPV codes, the most significant savings are achieved for "different drugs". The limitation of our research is caused by an inaccurate input of public procurements parameters by authorities’ which are in charge of public procurements information disclosure.

These evaluations represent the valuable findings for policymakers and to ensure a transparent public procurement system as well as for increasing its efficiency. It is also important to confront these results with many institutions that cover suppliers of medical devices and equipment and thus, to create innovative partnerships not only in public procurement processes but also in technological development as manufacturing innovators can provide valuable information for health technology assessment that should be closely linked to public procurement processes in the healthcare sector (Huculová, 2018; Kiselova Bilekova et al. 2018; Zavadil et al. 2020; Petruželka & Barták, 2019).

The absence of this link can result in many negative facts, which will be related to the preferred use of price as the most important criterion in the entry stages of public procurement in healthcare. If we would like to ensure the effectiveness of public procurement processes in order to gain more value for the patient and at the same time to ensure the quality and safety of treatment and a higher quality of life of the patient, individual parameters entering
public procurement are needed to be evaluated by the specific approaches and methodologies. We will be able to ensure the sustainability of the healthcare system in the context of demographic aging processes in a line with the sustainability of public finances only in this way.

5. Conclusions

The processes of demographic aging and the associated changes in the mortality and morbidity structure of the diagnoses in the individual countries place ever-increasing demands on the healthcare systems. Fulfilling satisfaction of the health needs of the population is also closely related to the funding processes, an innovative and technological development as well as the overall setting of the healthcare policies in the individual countries. In the recent years, the health systems have been looking for savings and transparency of resources spent on the services performed. Public procurement plays an important role in this process. It is a strategic tool that every European Union member state possesses in the system of economic policy instruments. The basis of public procurement is an open competition in order to achieve the most efficient use of the public funds. Public procurement in the Slovak healthcare system has long been one of the most criticised processes by national as well as international institutions. In particular, an insufficient coordination between the involved institutions, an incorrectly set procedures, the inefficient public procurement processes and a poor applicability of the law are criticised often. The parameter "lowest price" results in the procurement of the products that are often of very low quality, which in turn causes a low quality of treatment. Successively, the low quality of treatment can also endanger the patient's health. The aim of our study was to evaluate the efficiency of the public procurement processes for medical equipment in Slovakia for the period of the years 2014 to 2019. The results of our study clearly pointed out that the number of offers has positive impact on creation of savings in public procurement process. We also document the evidence of amelioration of the procurement process over time in the context of savings generation. According to our results, NUTS level has also impact on savings in context of the public procurement. We document that public procurements done on the lower level of territorial administration reach higher savings. Contrary, if the public procurement is done on national level, the savings are significantly lower. Our study also points out that procurement method used in public procurement process influence the savings. Competitive procedure with negotiation create higher savings if compared to Tenders. The results of the analyses represent a valuable platform for the creators of strategic national healthcare plans as well as for the creation of concepts and methodologies enabling the improvement of public procurement processes in the healthcare system. The efficient public procurement processes in the healthcare system have to guarantee a higher quality of healthcare provided. Public procurement in the healthcare system should increase patient value and ensure the sustainability of the healthcare system as well as public finances from a macroeconomic point of view.
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